CFOA Playoff Test
2021

Each official is required to demonstrate his rules knowledge by passing a custom non-randomized test approved by the CFOA Board with the passing score of 90% or better. The CFOA board of directors changed the passing score from 85% to 90% at the June 2020 board meeting. This is a test of NFHS rules questions that reflect unique occurrences on the field.

The test is 50 questions.

Failure to pass the playoff test means no playoff assignments for 2021. This test does not apply to varsity assignments during the regular season. For regular season varsity assignments and maintain playoff eligibility, the official must pass the mechanics test. If an official does not desire to work post season playoffs, this playoff test is not required.

Officials may look up answers in the NFHS football rules book.

Two Three attempts to take the test will be available. The CFOA board of directors reduced the number of attempts from three to two at the June 2020 board meeting.

The playoff test will be offered on Arbiter from 7/15/21 to 8/23/21.